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Relevant Insights For Your Business:


PT Satyamitra Kemas Lestari, Jakarta,Indonesia
CPS/Enterprise Weight Bridge Control

PT Satyamitra Kemas Lestari, Jakarta
CPS/Enterprise Weight Bridge Control – High
Accuracy & Tight Control for logistic operation

 Alcamax Packaging (Vietnam) Co Ltd, Vietnam
Upgrade to CPS/Enterprise 2010
 EESIN Paper Products Pte Ltd, Singapore
REX 2010, Cloud Computing & Radio Frequency
 Prestige ISO 9001:2008 Certification
Announcement
Unauthorized delivery is often one of the challenges faced by
the paper and packaging industry. PT SKL tackled the issue
head-on with its investment into the CPS/ Enterprise Weight
Bridge Control Module. With this, each delivery is accurately
tracked to ensure there are no unauthorized deliveries.
Upon entering the delivery compound, the lorry is weighed at
the security counter. The CPS Enterprise Weight Bridge Control
Module then generates a transport ticket by recording its incoming weight. During the loading and processing of the
delivery order load, it is updated real-time to update the
transport ticket. Upon leaving the security post, the lorry is
weighed again to capture its out-going weight. If there is a
discrepancy in the weight, the management is automatically
alerted.
With a simple but effective way to tracking unauthorized
delivery, PT SKL is able to keep its business moving smoothly with
no hiccups.

Step 1:

Vehicle Check- In

CPS Weight Ticket
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Step 2:

Goods Loading

Step 3:

Vehicle Check-Out

Step 4:

Discrepancy Alert

Ticket#: 08-2012-0889

Vehicle# : BA9080WW
Transport : JAYA MOTOR
Date In
: 13/8/2012 10:25 3,190 KG
Date Out : 13/8/2012 11:38 3,920 KG

Net KG FG KG Diff KG
730
725
5 PASS

CPS DO# : 0812-3033 SONY, 0812-3042 AIWA, 0812-3043 AIWA
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Alcamax Packaging (Vietnam) Co Ltd, Vietnam
Upgrade to CPS/Enterprise 2010

Alcamax Packaging (Vietnam) is part of the Thai Container
Group (TCG) today. But at the time it was part of the Golden
Frontier Berhad (a Malaysia public-listed company), it has
already installed the CPS/ Enterprise 2000 back then in 1996.
When it was brought over by TCG, senior managers and IT
professionals evaluated the CPS/ Enterprise and made a
decision in June 2012 to upgrade it to the new CPS Enterprise
2010 full package that is powered by the HP rp2430 enterprise
server.
As Alcamax Packaging (Vietnam) continues to leverage on
the solid benefits of the CPS/ Enterprise, it looks forward to
continue to grow its business exponentially.
.

EE SIN Paper Products Pte Ltd, Singapore
REX 2010, Cloud Computing & Radio Frequency for Warehouse & Logistic
To understand the importance of a seamless business process, one
does not have to look further than at EE Sin Paper Products. Having
recently relocated its warehouse to a multi-storey warehouse that is
fully equipped with wireless connection, EE Sin Paper Products
stepped up its operations by making it web-based and wireless.
This new software allowed staff from logistics to receive packing list
that is issued by the Customer Service department from the
convenience of their mobile device. Having received the packing list,
the logistics staff proceeds to immediately pick up the specific stock
using a barcode scanner. During the scanning, the REX 2010 will
update real-time the delivery order and inventory. Upon picking, the
logistics staff simply confirms this with a press of a button, and the
delivery order is immediately printed at the loading bay. Powered
reliably by HP rx2600 enterprise server and apache web serve, it is no
wonder EE Sin Paper Product is always at the forefront of the industry.

EESIN Warehouse
at Jurong

Improve Efficiency, Streamline Processes
and Reduce Operating Cost

EESIN HQ in
Singapore City
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ISO 9001:2008 Certification Announcement

Prestige Atlantic Asia, a software company specialize in
Paper & Packaging Industry, announces a milestone
achievement in becoming certified to the ISO 9001:2008
Quality Management Systems standards and guidelines.
Prestige Atlantic Asia has achieved the ISO 9001:2008
accreditation from UKAS. This certification is the culmination
of years of hard work, consistent top-quality work, and the
dedication of our employees at Prestige Atlantic Asia.
ISO 9001 is a set of international standard and guidance
documents for quality management and quality assurance.
The standard represents an international consensus on good
management practices, policies and procedures with the
aim of ensuring that our organization can, time and time
again, deliver the product or services that meet the
customer’s quality requirements.

We believe that our decision to become ISO 9001 Certified is a proactive one that not only anticipates the demands of
our customers, but also demonstrates our commitment to providing quality services. To maintain our certification, UKAS
will perform annual audits to ensure compliance and to assess initiatives for continued improvement.
This certification further strengthens our commitment to adhere to our company policies for continuously improving the
products and services that will meet or exceed our customers’ expectations. Our customers can be confident that
Prestige Atlantic Asia is dedicated to maintaining the highest effectiveness and responsiveness in achieving our goal of
total customer satisfaction.

